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Here are some notable points from this week’s report – please click here to read the report in full: 

 Christians were killed in Cameroon and Nigeria, and a Christian released from jail in 

Pakistan died of natural causes before he could clear his name of blasphemy charges, 

which has left his family fearful of retribution 

 One quarter of this report lists responses from various Christian leaders in the Middle 

East to the decision of the United States government to bypass the United Nations and to 

give aid directly to Christian refugees in that part of the world.  These responses make for 

a very telling picture of the situation there 

 One sixth of the report is concerned with India. One state has stripped people of the right 

to vote in local elections if they have more than two children: this is a direct attack on the 

so-called tribals, the descendants of the aboriginal people who lived in India before the 

Indo-European-Vedic invasion almost four millennia ago, many of whom have become 

Christian. 

 Nigeria and Pakistan together make up another sixth.  The Pakistani stories all 

demonstrate official corruption and bigotry. 

 Vietnam has apparently begun to create ‘private’ groups that will perpetrate persecution 

at the government’s bidding in ways that will allow the government to deny direct 

involvement 

There are several other stories on this week’s report.  Please peruse them and pray over them.  

Thank you. 
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